
2020 Winter Challenge 

Wednesday, Feb. 12       

Lion's Paw 12:00 - 12:45 PM DT 

Wednesday, Feb. 19     

Panther's Run 12:00 - 12:45 PM DT 

Choose your own foursome or sign-up individually and others can join your team. 

Participants: 40 players (10 teams of 4)  

Entry Fee: $10 (cash - includes light dinner of soup or chili and salad) per person to be collected 
after the first day of play. Teams should turn in fees with the signed and attested scorecards after the 
round on day one. 

Directors: Diane Wright, Jane Arnold and Lissa Westerman  

****SPECIAL SIGN-UP INSTRUCTIONS**** 

Deadline: Sign-up sheet will close at 12 noon Wed, Jan 29th.  If you need to cancel after this date, 
please inform the Pro-Shop and the directors. 

This is a two-day event and you are signing up to play on both days. If you want to play as a team, 
one person may for all 4 players.  Please add their names in the comments and change quantity to 4.  
If you do not have a full team, you may sign up just yourself or an incomplete team and others can 
join your team.  

Your team's tee time and starting hole will be determined after the sign-up sheet closes. 

Day 1  

Game:  4-Person Scramble 

Format:  All players tee off then choose the best shot and mark spot.  The next shot for all players 
must be placed within one club length of the chosen spot, no closer to the hole, and must remain in 
the same area of the golf course.  For example: If the chosen ball is in the bunker, all must hit from 
the bunker.  Also, if the chosen ball is in the first cut of the rough, close to the fairway, then one club 
length can put you in the short grass of fairway.  Then all hit their second shot. Again choose the best 
shot and all play from within one club length from that spot.  Continue until the ball is holed.  

Handicapping Information: A: 25% B: 20% C: 15% D: 10% 

Rules:  Must use three drives from each player.  

  



Day 2  

Game:  Two Low Nets and a Snowman 

Format:  Count two lowest nets on each hole.  Also, each team member will mark her ball with a 
snowman. You must play this ball until lost.  For every player who doesn't lose their ball and still has it 
at the end of the round, one stroke will be deducted from the team score. 

Handicapping Information: 100% Handicapped 

Rules:  Lift, clean and place within one club length thru the general area. Must place ball within 
same area of the golf course. Must use three nets from each player.  12” gimmes.  There will be a 
drop zone for Panther's Run Hole #18 in effect. 

A light dinner will follow at Tamers or Plantation club.  More details to follow. 

Prizes:  To be determined.  Team closest to the pin each day. 

Awards Presentation:   After golf on Day 2. 

  

  

 


